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The title of this article is ambiguous. Other meanings are listed under the term clarification. The letter of the Latin writing system is a letter of the Latin writing system. This is said in Scandinavian languages in particular. Etymologically, this corresponds to the old Scandinavian long (usually written there, sometimes or aa); however, differences in Icelandic and Fare languages were
still being written. Option without and with serifs. The Danish keyboard (detail) Swedish keyboard (detail) Shape and Story A is a with a small circle (Danish bolle, thus also called Danish bolle-a) above. This circle is used equally in the upper and lower letters, as well as in print and font. Traditionally, he should represent rounded lips during debates. Historically, it dates back to the
smaller A, which was placed over the A and thus replaced the long vowel aa. Then little A was reduced to a circle and first appeared in a Swedish manuscript in the 15th century. Alphabet sorting in Swedish and Finnish, the 27th letter is the 27th letter in the alphabet and stands between W and W: Xx Yy zh Aea. In Estonian, the letter is the 28th letter and stands between the two
letters of the city, which stands between them, and the following: Ss zh, z', Tt Uu Vv Ww, 'e Xx Yy. In Danish and Norwegian, the 29th and last letter of the alphabet is Xx Yy zz. Therefore, in these languages, reference works use A-A display instead of A-I. In German (and other languages) aisd in A is sorted under A. In Icelandic and Faraish languages the same as in Icelandic. In
Danish, the letter A/ means an open, deep vowel A with a tendency towards O (long Scandinavian A); in Norwegian and Swedish, the letter A/ means vowel (as in a hole or open), but a long pronunciation for o ' (as in boats). In Denmark, the old Digraph Aa (or aa) was replaced by the Danish spelling reform of 1948 with A (or a) with Danish spelling reform; in the right names and
the same names such as Aabenraa and Aalborg, however, old spelling can still be found. The name of Denmark's second-largest city, Aarhus, was also rewritten with Aa for urban marketing reasons following a city council decision in 2011. In Norway, A. was introduced in 1917 and has been mandatory in official spelling since 1938. However, there are still remnants of old spelling
that date back to the Period of Union with Denmark. This is the name of the current Norwegian heir to the throne, Haakon (pronounced /ho'kun/). The shortest titles that place Scandinavian cities with the name Bach, small) river, for example, called Grena in Eastern Jutland or at the southern tip of the Lofoten archipelago off the coast of Norway. Low German In the dispute of the
orthography of a low German, the High German stretching h play a special role. This article or section should be revised: As a source: nds: in Nederd'tsen Wikipedia - this is not a serious source, especially since the article does not contain any individual references and is incorrect: Shriversld, as Fritz Reiter and Klaus Groth Hefft OK v're apen Groth wrote , Reuters and (in later
editions after the death of Reuters also appears). In addition, the words in which Bookst-V, l't, pr'ten) and Dat gifft Ved bi de Platttsen, de wullt DAT as egen Bookstaav (Bookstv, l't, pr'ten) are various statements. Bougainhagen Bible Ljubeck 1634 - What Bible? Johannes Bugenhagen-Werke (choice) has De Bible Lubeck 1533, Lubeck Bible (1533/34) has the Lubeck Bible 1533/34
Bougainhagen Bible . There was a century typing (16th instead of 15th) or a later edition meant (what?). If the Bible 1533/1534 is meant: John 1, 1 i. chapter 1, verse 1, not book or letter 1 reads in this Bible as follows: IM Andegin was dat wort/ vnde dat worth was Gade/ vnde was God dat wort. There is no A, i.e. the text has been reproduced in an amended order. Is this
normalization perhaps unusual (which is also to be mentioned), or a kind of reproduction for the purpose of finding the theory? in The Middle Of Lower German, Lubeck 1634 Wittenberg 1699. Average Low German Ends (ca.) 1650 for example, after: Hilkert Weddige, Average High German: Introduction (7th Ed., 2007, p. 7), so that at least Wittenberg 1699 from time ago, and
Neuderniedeutsch ... Please help improve it and then remove this marker. In the dictionary after Saa, the words in which the words are written (Bookst-v, l't, pr'ten) are given in versions with a and versions with o as an alternative (maken (moken) for m'ken). The actual umlautung can be seen in the average lower German, for example. The Bible Bugenhagen Lubeck 1634, for
example 1. Johannes: «... vnde dat stands was Gede / vnde God was Dat Wort . (High German: ... and the word was with God, and God was the word.) Also, Wittenberg 1699: IM anfange was DAT Wordt / vnde DAT Wordt was Gede / vnde Godt was DAT Wordt. Datsuͤlve that was the beginning of the Year. Although it is pronounced homophonically locally (see New SASS,
pronunciation rules, No. 1, it refers to a sound that does not have to a or o. No. 1 Saa Atography uses only letters that also exist in high German; However, the dictionary does not offer according to sedan. In low German, open o is usually open o . Pronunciates a, o or as Diphthong ao are also possible (ligature: UTF-8 ꜵ, big Ꜵ: U'A735 LATIN SMALL LETTER AO/U'A734 LATIN
CAPITAL LETTER AO). Other languages and varieties of the German-North-Frisian Shield in Husum, Krimin'lkantoor is also found: in Chamorro, the language spoken in Guam and the Mariana Islands in Istro-romanian in some spellings of North Frisian (e.g. Boekinggarder Frisian and Goes Frisian) in writing some German dialects such as Sigerlander Platt, Sudrhanefrankish,
Palatine, Schwabyan, Bayrish, Carintian dialect and GurinerDeutsch in writing some Italian dialects, such as the Bolognese dialect unit sign the capital letter, used for the length of the unit. Fictional Stargate in the sci-fi television series Stargate - Commando SG-1, the second A in the word Stargate is replaced by a symbol that sits at the top of the stargates that are the series of
the same name. This can be seen (depending on the point of view) as a cross-border version of the letter A, as a large lambdu (A) or as standing on the head V (A), each with an attached ring (STARG-TE) - but the symbol is not exactly identical to any of the three characters, neither in their serifs, nor in the option of serif. Since neither a large lambda nor a V standing on its head
is available in all text systems, the same spelling with a large STARGTE is often used in texts as a substitute. Representation in computer coding systems Letter A is included in iso 8859-1 - six-family C5 (A) and E5 (A5). In the international unicode character coding system, in addition to the capital letter (U-00C5), there is also a separate unit sign (U-212B) for the .ngstr'm block.
However, the Unicode consortium advises against using it (a regular letter should be used). [5] Darstellung auf Computersystemen Standard/System Großbuchstabe A mit Ring (Å) Kleinbuchstabe A mit Ring (å) Ångström-Einheitenzeichen (Å)6 Zeichenkodierung Unicode Codepoint U+00C5 U+00E5 U+212B Name LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH RING ABOVE LATIN SMALL
LETTER A WITH RING ABOVE ANGSTROM SIGN UTF-8 C3 85 C3 A5 E2 84 AB ISO 8859-1 C5hex E5hex — HTML-Entität &amp;Aring; &amp;aring; &amp;angst5; XML/XHTML dezimal &amp;#197; &amp;#229; &amp;#8491; hexadezimal &amp;#x00C5; &amp;#x00E5; &amp;#x212B; TeX/LaTeX Textmodus \AA oder\r{A} (ab LaTeX2e) \aa oder\r{a} (ab LaTeX2e) — Mathem.
'mathring'A mode - Input methods1 Standard German keyboard destinations E1 - - - T2 Alt Gr'o by Alt Gr'o followed - Windows CP850 (TUI) Alt-14322 Alt-13422 - CP1252 (GUI) Alt-019722 Alt-022922 - Macintosh alt ⇧ / ⇧Shifta-AACompose, O, ⇧Shift-A orAlt Gr'⇧Shift, ⇧Shift-A Compose, A, A orCompose, O, A orAlt Gr'⇧Shift, A - Neo Mod3'↹, ⇧Shift-AA4 Mod3'↹, ⇧Shift-A, A4
- Microsoft Word Keyboard shortcut Alt'Ctg, ⇧Shift-A Alt'Ctrl, Alt'C 2, 1, 2, B, Alt'C Vim Digraph3 Ctrl-K, ⇧Shift-AA Ctrl-K, A, A - Unicode Record Ctrl'V, U, 0, 0, C, 5 Ctrl'V, U, 0, 0, E, 5 Ctrl-V , U, 2, 1, 2, B 1 Key specs based on the German keyboard layout. Many systems also offer specific ways to enter the Unicode symbol directly.2 Record numbers through the pad number.
Keep the Alt button constantly.3 Digraph support focused on RFC 1354 in insert mode according to documentation.4 Mod3 Keys correspond to lock or diamond key. To make support (Mod3-Tab or ♫) should be reinstalled on some systems.5 Is not supported by many browsers.6 The Unicode Consortium does not recommend using it. Wiktionary web links: - Explanations of
meaning, origin of words, synonyms, translations Wiktionary: - explanations of meaning, origin of words, synonyms, translations of Commons: - album with photos, video and audio files Documents - Martin Johansen, Jonas Hvid: Byen skifter navn. (Memory of March 11, 2012 in the Internet Archive) In: Aarhusportalen, 28 October 2010 (Danish) Birgit Keller: Between reference
and demarcation - Orthographic association as a problem in low German, 2007, ISBN 978-3-8253-1421-7, doi:10.2307/40505255 - nds: in Lower German Wikipedia . . New SASS - Plattdeutsche Dictionary - Plattdeutsch - Hochdeutsch Hochdeutsch - Plattdeutsch. 7th edition. Wachtholz Verlag, Neumann 2013, ISBN 978-3-529-03000-0. Consortium b Unicode: Unicode Standard,
version 5.0. (PDF) 2007, page 493, received on September 4, 2014.  Latin basic alphabet Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Gg Zh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp q Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy z See also: Latin alphabet system and list of Latin alphabet Letters received from Latin A Eea Ǻǻ aeofe , Ǟǟ Ǡǡ Ȁȁ Ȧȧ Ⱥⱥ Ḁḁ a' Ẩẩ Ẩẩ, Ằằ Ẳẳ ysili Ặặ Ǽǽ Ǣǣ Ɐɐ Ɒɒ A̱a̱ A̮a̮ Aͤaͤ Ɐɐ Ɒɒ A̱a̱ A̮a̮ Aͤaͤ extracted from the amazon.
amazon prime. among us. apple. aol mail. airbnb. american express. autozone
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